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Abstract：The research on high power 110 GHz single and power-combined frequency doublers based on discrete
diodes is presented in this paper. The doubler with a single Schottky diode circuit has a measured peak efficiency
of 33% and bandwidth over 13. 6%. Meanwhile，two different architectures with two single devices adding in-

phase have been utilized to realize the power-combined doublers. The combined doubler features four discrete
Schottky diodes with twelve junctions altogether soldered on two 127 μm-thick ALN substrates. Both devices
have demonstrated output powers more than 200 mW with a pumping power over 800 mW and are capable of pro⁃
viding more power for higher driven power.
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摘要：研究了基于肖特基二极管的单路和功率合成式 110 GHz大功率平衡式二倍频器。单路倍频器电路具有

33%的峰值测试效率，且其工作带宽超过 13.6%。另外，采用了不同的双路合成结构来实现两种不同的合成

式 110 GHz倍频器。该功率合成式倍频器在两只 127 μm厚的 ALN基片上焊接了四个分立的肖特基二极管。
在 800 mW的驱动功率下，两种合成式倍频器都测得了大于 200 mW的输出功率，证明了利用该合成式倍频结

构可实现更高输出功率。
关 键 词：110 GHz；平衡式二倍频；肖特基；功率合成
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Introduction
Over the years，multipliers based on Schottky di⁃

odes operating in the 100~115 GHz range are in demand
for variety of applications. These devices play a critical
role in system such as terahertz communications［1］and
millimeter and submillimeter-wave radars or radiome⁃

ters［2］，which hold great potential in security applicationssuch as mass transit security，surveillance and person-borne concealed weapons detection. Providing as highpowers as possible is critical for terahertz communica⁃tions and radars to operate at long range or multiple pixelarrays which would distribute signal power to severaltransmitters and receivers［3］. Mostly，the operating fre⁃
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quencies of these applications are preferred to locatearound 220，330，and 670 GHz，within the atmosphericabsorption windows.Generally，the generation of powers at frequenciesup to 670 GHz typically requires several stages of multi⁃plication and amplification，which completely dependson sufficient powers over 100~115 GHz range. However，there are no commercial amplifiers available for sale，tothe author’s knowledge，which extend beyond 110 GHzwith output power over 100 mW. Thus，Schottky basedfrequency sources are the most preferred technology togenerate relative high power in terahertz ranges. Servingas the driven stage in a THz frequency multiplier chain，doublers working in 100~115 GHz range should havehigh conversion efficiency，enough bandwidth and suffi⁃cient power capacity. However，the output power of thetraditional single balanced doubler is limited due to thepower capacity of Schottky diodes. And the solution in⁃corporates the in-phase combination of several diode cir⁃cuits［4］，which helps these devices to handle on muchhigher power.In this paper，we have developed the broadbandhigh-performance single and power combined frequencydoubler based on the balanced configuration in Ref.［5］.The proposed single doubler is developed based on ourprevious work in Ref.［6］，by optimizing the diode mod⁃els，developing the solder pre-coat technology and makeuse of the equivalent symmetric conditions. Meanwhile，two kinds of power-combined doublers are developedwith different in-phase combination configurations，bothof which are demonstrated to provide an output powerover 200 mW with pumping power over 800 mW.
1 Single doubler

The applied doubler configuration in this paper isthe so-called Erickson-style structure［7］，which relies onthe inherent mode and frequency isolation between the in⁃put and output ports. The core element is a pair of dis⁃crete diodes placed in anti-series configuration at thejunction between the balanced and unbalanced sectionsof the circuit. Figure 1 illustrates architecture of the dou⁃bler circuit discussed in this work. The incident signaloperating in TE10 mode is coupled to the varactors and iscut off by the suspended circuit channel，which could berealized through narrowing down the channel width.Meanwhile，a reduced-height input waveguide is neededto prevent the field distribution called TM11 mode of thesecond harmonic.Our previous work in Ref.［6］showed a peak outputpower of 108 mW@109 GHz（Pin=28 dBm）with unde⁃sired great spectrum ripples and ultra-low efficiency，which were caused by the over-estimated parasitic capaci⁃tor values as well as the performance degradation intro⁃duced by the thermal effect under high power conditionin diode junctions. In this work，the value of parasitic ca⁃pacitor has been calibrated from 4 fF to 1. 4 fF accordingto our previous research. Also the circuits design makesuse of equivalent boundary condition to analyze the fun⁃damental and second harmonic signals individually，

which is the key methodology to make progress in improv⁃ing the conversion efficiency. Further details of the de⁃sign methodology have been discussed in Ref.［7］. Be⁃sides，the solder pre-coat technology was developed to re⁃place the traditional silver conductive paste，which couldprovide much better stability and lower parasitic loss.Moreover，ALN ceramic substrates with high thermalconductivity have been utilized to provide a better heatsink path.Determining embedding impedance of each junctionat the internal coaxial wave port should be the first step todesign the proposed doubler. Meanwhile，dimension ofthe adopted diode is 248 μm*50 μm*10 μm，which is
comparable with the wavelength at 110 GHz. As a re⁃sult，evaluation of the optimum embedding impedancemust consider the influence of the diode on field distribu⁃tion. A co-simulation of the diode is carried out by HFSSand ADS to determine the optimum embedding imped⁃ance at each diode junction. The extracted results fromfull-wave simulation take part in the calculation of opti⁃mum impedance with the nonlinear model of varactors.Finally，the determined diode optimum impedance to in⁃cident frequency Zin（f0）is 13. 2-j*76. 7，while to outputsecond harmonic Zout（2f0）is 18. 5-j*38. 3. According tothat，the balanced 110GHz doubler in Fig. 2 has beensynthesized，which is composed of two discrete diodes，a127 um thick ALN substrate（2. 865*0. 84*0. 127 mm）and waveguide impedance matching networks. The cir⁃cuit parameters and dc reverse bias voltage were careful⁃ly optimized to maximize the efficiency for an input powerof 300~400 mW.The width of the reduced-height waveguide and sus⁃pended channel is 0. 74 mm and 0. 64 mm respectively，with 0. 88 mm wide slot to place the 0. 84 mm wide sub⁃strate. The selected waveguide width can effectively sup⁃press the high order TM11 field distribution（fcTM11=206. 6GHz），which is similar to the output second TEM modeharmonic. The broadband performance is achieved witha series of waveguide sections to provide wide band im⁃pedance matching to the diodes. Figure 2（a）shows thefundamental wave distribution in the whole doubler net⁃work，which is cut off by the suspended circuit channelbecause of the mode isolation. Similarly，field distribu⁃tion in Fig. 2（b）indicates that the generated second har⁃monic waves could not exist in the input waveguide net⁃works because the successful harmonic isolation design.Figure 3（a）shows a 3D view of the proposed dou⁃

Fig. 1 Diagram of the doubler circuit architecture.
图1 倍频器的架构示意图
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bler in half of the split block. The whole E-plane split-waveguide block with a volume of 20 mm×20 mm×15 mmis fabricated by computer numerical control milling tech⁃nology. Then，the utilized discrete diodes are carefullymounted on the ceramic circuit with preformed solder.The planar circuit is assembled above the split block bysilver conductive paste and the DC-bias connection is car⁃ried out through bonding to the glass-insulator. The ALNceramic substrates，which hold advantages of high ther⁃mal conductivity and low tangent loss angle（0. 001），are chosen to construct the whole planar circuits. Thehigh thermal conductivity of ALN substrates provides aperfect heat sink path for varactors，which prevent thejunctions from thermal breakdown and improve the powerhandling capacity. Besides，the solder pre-coat technolo⁃gy also has been analyzed to improve the performance sta⁃bility as well as reduce the parasitic loss. The assemblypicture using solder per-coat technology is illustrated inFig. 3（b）.

2 Power-combined doublers
The power combining configurations proposed inRef.［8］and Ref.［9］were utilized to design two kindsof 100~115 GHz doublers in this paper to increase powercapacity by a factor of two. Figure 4（a）and（b）showthe basic architecture of these two kinds of power com⁃bined 100~115 GHz doublers，respectively. By using a3dB quadrature hybrid，circuit in Fig. 4（a）has the ad⁃vantage of high RF isolation and short electrical length atoutput，which reduce the impedance traction betweentwo single doubler channels and help to achieve a greatperformance. On the other hand，doubler in Fig. 4（b）utilizes a pair of T-junction，resulting in compact struc⁃ture except a longer electrical length at output.As shown in Fig. 4（a），the input stage of doubler Ais composed of a pair of balanced doublers discussed insection 1，which are driven by a 3 dB quadrature hybrid.This topology results in two inputs at the fundamental in⁃put frequency（f0）with a phase difference of ±90 degree.As a result，signals at two output ports at the 2nd harmonic

（2f0）would be out of phase and the power could be com⁃bined effectively simply with a T-junction waveguide pow⁃er combiner. There are three networks comprising the cir⁃cuit：1）a stepped waveguide（WR15）impedance match⁃

ing networks；2）two balanced planar doublers optimizedto provide proper source impedance to the input port at
f0 and load impedance to the output port at 2f0；and 3）AnE-plane T-junction networks to achieve the power combi⁃nation at 2f0 implemented in WR8 waveguide. An E-plane split-waveguide block with a volume of 20 mm×20mm×45 mm is fabricated by computer numerical controlmilling technology with gold-plated. And two planar cir⁃cuits are assembled above the split block using solderper-coat technology and each DC-bias connection is car⁃ried out through bonding to a glass-insulator.Another design concept of doubler B is displayed inFig. 4（b），which makes the use of a pair of T-junctionwaveguide power combiner to realize the combinationwith higher volumetric efficiency. The input stage of dou⁃bler B also contains a pair of balanced doublers dis⁃cussed in section 1，which are driven by an E-planewaveguide T-junction rather than a 3dB quadrature hy⁃brid. So，the input signal would be divided into twoequal parts that are out of phase at the fundamental fre⁃quency. As a result，the outputs of each path would bein-phase with the frequency doubling. Thus，an in-phase

（a） （b）

Fig.2 (a) Field distribution of incident frequency, and (b) field
distribution of output second harmonic in the proposed doubler
图 2 (a)D波段倍频器输入模式场分布,（b)倍频器输出二次谐
波场分布

（a）

（b）

Fig.3 (a) Photograph of the fabricated D-band doubler, and (b)
picture of the mounted 127 μm-thick ALN doubler circuit
图 3 (a)D波段倍频器腔体照片,（b)装配后的 127μm氮化铝倍
频器电路照片
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combination based of a waveguide T-junction layout hasbeen carefully designed to complete the power synthesis.It is worth to note that special attention should be paid tothe directions of the two output waveguides as well askeeping the balance of the two arms of the T-junctioncombiner. In this way， a high combining efficiencycould be achieved with good in-phase characteristic. Thewhole circuit are fabricated in an E-plane split-wave⁃guide block with a volume of 24 mm×19 mm×29 mm，on⁃ly half the volume of circuit A. There are also two sepa⁃rated glass insulators to provide DC-bias two each pair ofdiodes.

3 Results and Discussion
3. 1 Single Doubler MeasurementCharacterization of the doubler is done using the ex⁃perimental setup shown in Fig. 5. The input 16. 67~19. 2GHz signals are supplied by an Agilent E8257D frequen⁃cy synthesizer，while the output power of this D banddoubler is measured by the Erickson PM5 power meter atroom temperature. Measurement of the doubler was fin⁃

ished at the Microsystem and Terahertz research center.During the test，a 50~58 GHz medium power driverchain is utilized for the pumping power over 25 dBm. Asshown in Fig. 6（a），the input power of the 100~115 GHzdoubler is basically larger than 280 mW in the band of100~115 GHz except some points with output power low⁃er than 250 mW.

To place the varactors in reverse bias，a voltagewith positive polarity through the DC bias channel is re⁃quired because of the diodes’orientation. The measuredoutput powers and conversion efficiency driven by 250~
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Fig. 4 (a) Photograph of the D-band power-combined doubler
A, (b) Photograph of the D-band power-combined doubler B
图 4 (a)D波段功率合成式倍频器A腔体照片,（b) D波段功率
合成式倍频器B腔体照片
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Fig. 5 Test configuration of the proposed D band doubler
图5 D波段倍频器的测试框图

（a）

（b）

Fig. 6 (a) Test results of the pumping power of D band doubler.
(b) Measured results of the output power of the single D band
doubler
图 6 (a)D波段倍频器驱动功率测试曲线,（b) D波段单路倍频
器输出功率和效率测试曲线
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390 mW input power from 50 to 57. 5 GHz are presentedin Fig. 6（b）. During the measurement，the DC-bias volt⁃age is optimized to obtain the best performance in theband of 99. 9~115. 2 GHz. As shown in Fig. 5（b），apeak output power of 96. 54 mW is achieved at104. 6GHz with an optimized bias voltage，while thepeak conversion efficiency is 33. 26% at 103. 2 GHz.And a high output power over 70 mW in the band of 102~112 GHz has been obtained on condition that the positivebias voltage is adjusted to 12 V. Over the operating fre⁃quency band，there is a slight difference between themeasured and simulated output power，which changesfrom 1. 02 to 1. 89 dB with different frequencies. The de⁃crease in output power could be introduced by the drift ofseries impedance and junction capacitance of the diodeswith temperature increase caused by high operation pow⁃er. Moreover，the assembly errors of circuit might makethe imbalance among junctions greater which directly de⁃crease the output power and efficiency too.
3. 2 Power Combined Doubler MeasurementMeasurement of the doubler is also completed usingthe same experimental setup shown in Fig. 5. The onlydifference is the doubled driven power over 800 mW in50~58 GHz range. As shown in Fig. 7（a），the inputpower of the 100~115 GHz doubler is basically over 500mW in the band of 100~115 GHz with a peak power near950 mW. Also，varactors of the power-combined doublerare negatively biased through two insulators.The measured output power and conversion efficien⁃cy is presented in Fig. 7（b）. And the DC-bias voltage is

adjusted to +12 V to obtain the best output power in theband of 100~115 GHz. As shown in Fig. 7（b），a peakoutput power of 211. 4 mW is achieved at 102. 2 GHz，while the peak conversion efficiency is 29. 6% at 102. 5GHz. And the typical value of the output power over100~115 GHz is proved to be 110 mW，with a 3 dBbandwidth of 13. 6%. It can be seen that the power andefficiency of the doubler shows a slight distortion com⁃pared to the simulated results. Meanwhile，the efficiencyand output power tend to be higher at lower frequencies.The reason leading to this phenomenon could be the mis⁃match and transmission losses introduced by the 3 dBquadrature hybrid.Figure 7（c）presents the test output power and con⁃version efficiency of combined doubler B. With the opti⁃mized bias voltage，a peak output power of 212 mW isachieved at 108. 6 GHz，while the peak conversion effi⁃ciency is 28. 36% at 102 GHz. And the typical value ofthe output power over 101~112 GHz is proved to be 150mW. Compared to the single one，efficiency of this com⁃bined doubler B has dropped by 6 percent. This can beattributed to the waveguide transmission losses intro⁃duced by the V-band splitter and D-band combiner topol⁃ogy applied to the doubler. Unlike doubler A，the outputpower curves of doubler B is much flatter and more con⁃sistent with the simulate results. This improvement isachieved by the carefully designed waveguide T-junctionlayout with perfect amplitude and phase balance. Also，there is a small discrepancy between simulated and mea⁃sured results when it comes to the efficiency and outputpower. It is believed that dielectric losses of substratesand/or series resistance values of Schottky junctions usedin simulations were overestimated. A summary of thecomparison between these measured performances withthe reported frequency doublers is listed in Table 1.

Fig. 7 Measurement of the power-combined doubler: (a) avail‐
able pumping power of the V-band amplifier, (b) output power
and efficiency of combined doubler A with a bias voltage of +
12V, (c) output power and efficiency of combined doubler B
图 7 110 GHz二倍频器测试结果：(a) V波段放大器可提供的
功率,（b) 偏压为 12V时合成式倍频器A的输出功率和效率,（c)
合成式倍频器B的输出功率和效率
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4 Conclusions
A series of D band high power single and power-combined balanced doublers based on discrete Schottkydiodes have been developed. An optimized balanced dou⁃bler was realized by calibrating the diode models and us⁃ing the solder pre-coat technology，based on which twodifferent power-combined doublers were fabricated. Andthe test performances have been proved to meet the driv⁃en power requirements of the Y-band multiplier sources.Even if the high-power amplifiers became available above110 GHz in the future，our approach would still be veryattractive to many applications because these devices canbe pumped with low-cost high-power V-band amplifiersthat are commercially available from many vendors world⁃wide.
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Table 1 Doubler performance comparison in adjacent band
表1 相邻频段的倍频器性能比较

Ref
［4］
［6］
［9］
［10］
［11］

This Work

Anodes
4×2
6
4×2
6×2
6×2
6
6×2
6×2

Pin（mW）

500
300~600
250~400
800~900
300~600
250~400
560~900
560~900

Peak power（mV）
130 mW@180 GHz
108 mW@110 GHz
40 mW@178 GHz
195 mW@116 GHz
59 mW@168 GHz

96. 5 mW@104. 6 GHz
211. 4 mW@102. 3 GHz
212 mW@108. 6 GHz

Efficiency
20~37%
10~22%
10~12%
10~30%
-

20~33. 2%
18~29. 6%
15~28. 36%

Band（FBW%）
170~188 GHz（10%）
102~114 GHz（11%）
172~196 GHz（13. 3%）
100~120 GHz（17%）
164~172 GHz（＞5%）
100~115 GHz（13. 6%）
100~115 GHz（13. 6%）
100~114 GHz（12. 7%）

Comment
H-plane combined

Single
E-plane combined
E-plane combined
E-plane combined

Single
E-plane combined
E-plane combined
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